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GBOUE-I
l.Answer any UI questions of the following:

a) Define posynomial and polynomial in connection with
programming problem u'ith example.

Define bi-matrix game with example"

Write the advantages of geometric progftrmming problem.

Define Pareto optimal solution in a multi-objective
programming problem.

e) State Kuhn-Tucker stationary point necessary optimality theorem.

t) What are the basic differences between the necessary criteria and
sufficient criteria of Fritz-John saddle point problem.

GROUP-B

2. Answer any four questions of the following: 4x4=16

a) Prove that all strategically equivalent bi-matrix game have the

same Nash equilibrium.

b) Derive the Kuhn-tucker condition for quadratic programming

problem.

c) Find the minimum value of /(X) by geometric programming

Min f(x) = 7xtxil t 3x2xr2 * 5xr3x24 I xrxrxs.

d) State and Prove weak duality theorem in connection r.vith duality in

non-lincar prograrnming.

e) Let 0 be a numerical difl-erentiable function on an open convex set

f c IR.n" g is convex if and only if 0(x2) - 0(x') > V?(xt)(xz -
xt)for each x7,x2 e l. Prove it.
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l) Write the relationship among the solutions of minimization

Problem (MP), local minimization problem (LMP), the Fritz-John

stationary point problem (FJP). the Fritz-John saddle point problem

(FJSP), the Kuhn-Tucker saddle point problem.

GROUP-C

3. Answer any @, questions of the following:

f (x) =z,l=ru{x) = If=r(c; nl,=.,,*i,')

ci ) 0,xi ) 0,ai1 are real numbers, V i,j"

b) Using the chance-constrained programming

equivalent deterministic LPP of the

programming problem.

a) How do you solve the following geometric programming problem?

8x2=16

technique to find an

following stochastic

/xr \
Find X = I i' I ,n", minimizes the objective function

[,,j

Minimize F{x) =

+
subject to n[/aiixi < bi] 2 pi

j=r

x, 2 0'i' j = 1'2' "' 'n
When b1 is a random variable and pi is a specified probability"

c) Solve the quadratic programming problem using Wolfe's method

Maximize z : Zxt + 3x2 - 2xl

subject to xl + 4x, < 4

x7*x2<2
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